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Welcome and Introductions
Jonathan Dawes opened the meeting by welcoming the attendees. JD welcomed new members to the SAT and set out the vision for the Mathematical Sciences SAT in 2021. Katie Blaney introduced the EPSRC Mathematical Sciences Team to the SAT.

UKRI/EPSRC Update
The EPSRC Mathematical Sciences Team gave an update on activities within UKRI, EPSRC, and the Mathematical Sciences Theme. Items discussed included Additional Funding for Mathematical Sciences, New Horizons Activity, EPSRC SAN Recruitment and EPSRC SAT Chair Selection Process.

Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
The EPSRC Mathematical Sciences Team ran a facilitated session to gain feedback on the draft EPSRC Mathematical Sciences Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Strategy. The session began by raising the SATs awareness of the recently published EPSRC Race and Ethnicity Data and Narrative Report before an overview of the Theme EDI strategy was presented for comment from the SAT.

SETB/Big Ideas
Graham Niblo from the University of Southampton and a member of EPSRC’s Sciences, Engineering and Technology Board (SETB) joined the meeting for this item and was invited to speak to the SAT about SETB and the EPSRC Big Ideas Initiative.

Discipline Hopping
The EPSRC Mathematical Sciences Team presented options for funding Discipline Hopping to the SAT for feedback.

Close
Jonathan thanked everyone for attending the meeting.

The next meeting is scheduled for the 27th April 2021, and will be held virtually.